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Introduction to monitoring Kafka cluster replications in
SMM

You can use Streams Replication Manager (SRM) to implement cross-cluster Kafka topic replication in Streams
Messaging Manager (SMM). You need to configure SRM properties in SMM. After you configure SRM in SMM,
you can use SMM to monitor all of the Kafka cluster replications writing to the target cluster of the configured SRM
Service role.

SRM is an enterprise-grade replication solution that enables fault tolerant, scalable and robust cross-cluster Kafka
topic replication. SRM provides the ability to dynamically change configurations and keeps the topic properties
in sync across clusters at high performance. SRM also delivers custom extensions that facilitate installation,
management and monitoring making SRM a complete replication solution that is built for mission critical workloads.
For more information about SRM, see the Streams Replication Manager for HDF and HDP document library.

You can view all replication details in SMM. You can monitor status of the Kafka cluster replications, number
of topics associated with the replication, throughput, replication latency, and checkpoint latency of Kafka cluster
replications in SMM.

Note:  You can also create alerts to receive notifications based on the conditions that you configure in the
alert policy for monitoring Kafka cluster replications in your system. For more information about creating
alerts to monitor Kafka cluster replications, see the Managing Alert Policies guide.

Related Information
Alert Policies Overview

Configuring SMM for monitoring Kafka cluster
replications

To use Streams Messaging Manager (SMM) to monitor Kafka cluster replications, you must configure SMM to
communicate with Streams Replication Manager (SRM).

About this task
For information on how to install and configure SRM, see Creating your first Streams Messaging cluster.

Before you begin
In order for SMM to be able to monitor SRM replications correctly, you must configure the SRM driver to target all
clusters that are taking part in the replication. For more information, see Configuring the driver role target clusters.

Procedure

1. In Cloudera Manager, select Streams Messaging Manager from the available Clusters.

2. Click Configuration.

3. Configure the following properties:

Properties Description

Configure Streams Replication Manager Check the box.

Streams Replication Manager Rest Protocol Select the protocol.

Streams Replication Manager Rest Host Specify the host.

The SRM host is a host where the Streams Replication Manager
Service role is running.
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Properties Description

Streams Replication Manager Rest Port Specify the port. Default is 6670.

The SRM service port is the port where Streams Replication
Manager service is running.

4. Click Save Changes (CTRL+S).

5. Restart SMM.

Results
You can see the Cluster Replications option in the SMM UI as shown in the following image:

Related Information
Add Streams Replication Manager to an existing cluster

Configuring the driver role target clusters

Viewing Kafka cluster replication details

After you select a Kafka cluster, Streams Messaging Manager (SMM) displays the details of the cluster replications
where the selected cluster is the destination cluster. Learn what details you can view for a Kafka cluster replication.

About this task

You can view the status of the replications, source cluster names, target cluster names, number of topics to be
replicated, number of consumer groups, throughput of the replication, replication latency, and checkpoint latency.
SMM also displays two graphs, one represents the throughput of the replication and the other displays the replication
latency of the replication along with the details of each topic to be replicated.

Perform the following steps to view the details of a cluster replication:

Procedure

In the Cluster Replications page, click a cluster replication or the drop-down icon beside a replication, as shown in the
following image:

The replication details appear as shown in the following image:
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Searching Kafka cluster replications by source
Learn how to filter your Kafka cluster replications by source cluster after you select the Kafka cluster which acts as
the target cluster.

About this task

You can use the Search By Source bar at the top right of the page to search cluster replications by the source cluster
name. For example, if the destination cluster is amsterdam, and you enter scottsdale in the Search By Source bar,
SMM displays the Kafka cluster replication between scottsdale and amsterdam, as shown in the following image:

Monitoring Kafka cluster replications by quick ranges
Learn how to filter your cluster replications by specific time periods after you select the Kafka cluster which acts as
the target cluster.

About this task

You can filter the cluster replications by time range. You can choose any of the following filter values from the drop-
down to display the cluster replication details in the selected time range:

• Last 1 Hour
• Last 6 Hours
• Last 24 Hours
• Last 2 Days

The following image shows the Quick Ranges drop-down:
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Monitoring status of the clusters to be replicated

You can monitor the status of Kafka cluster replications in the Status column in the Cluster Replications page. You
can see whether a cluster replication is active, inactive, or showing a warning.

The status has three variations:

• Active

Indicates that the cluster replication is running.
• Inactive

Indicates that the cluster replication is not running.
• Warning

Indicates that the cluster replication is facing issues.

If the status of a Kafka cluster replication shows inactive or warning, check the logs, and troubleshoot the replication.

Monitoring topics to be replicated

You can monitor the number of topics associated with a Kafka cluster replication in the Topics column in the Clus
ter Replications page. You can also monitor details on source topic name, partitions, consumer groups, throughput,
replication latency, and checkpoint latency.

Click on the cluster replication to fetch topic details. SMM displays the following details about the topics:

• Source Topic Name

Name of the topic at the source.
• Partitions

Number of partitions of the topic at the source.
• Consumer Groups

Number of consumer groups consuming data from the topic.
• Throughput

Data replicated between the source cluster and the target cluster per second from a topic. Throughput is measured
in bytes per second. By default, SMM displays the average throughput. You can also fetch the maximum or
minimum throughputs for a topic by clicking the MAX or MIN button located above the topic details.

• Replication Latency

Amount of time taken for a message of a topic to get replicated from the source cluster to the target cluster.
Replication latency is measured in milliseconds. By default, SMM displays the average replication latency. You
can also fetch the maximum or minimum replication latency for a topic by clicking the MAX or MIN button
located above the topic details.
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• Checkpoint Latency

Amount of time taken for a message of a topic to checkpoint on the target cluster after the message is committed
on the source cluster. Checkpoint latency is measured in milliseconds. By default, SMM displays the average
checkpoint latency. You can also fetch the maximum or minimum checkpoint latency for a topic by clicking the
MAX or MIN button located above the topic details.

The following diagram shows details of topics in a cluster replication:

In the image, you can see that the number of topics to be replicated from CDFCluster to CDFClusterDR is 7, and
topic details including topic names, number of partitions for the topics at the source cluster, number of consumer
groups consuming messages from each topic, throughput, replication latency, and checkpoint latency of each topic.

Searching by topic name
Learn how to search a Kafka topic by name in a Kafka cluster replication and fetch details for that topic. After you
find a topic, you can see the topic name, partitions, consumer groups, throughput, replication latency, and checkpoint
latency for that topic.

You can use the Search By Topic Name bar to search a Kafka topic by name and get details of that topic. The
following image shows details of the CDFCluster__heartbeats topic:
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Monitoring throughput for cluster replication

Learn how to monitor the throughput of a Kafka cluster replication in Streams Messaging Manager (SMM). You can
monitor average, maximum, and minimum throughput of a cluster replication. You can also monitor the throughput of
a cluster replication graphically.

Throughput is defined as the data replicated between the source cluster and the destination cluster per second.
Throughput is measured in bytes per second.

In the image, you can see the average throughput for the CDFCluster to CDFClusterDR replication is 3 bytes per
second. You can fetch the maximum or minimum throughput for the replication by clicking the MAX or MIN button
located above the cluster replication.

You can also monitor the throughput of a cluster replication graphically. SMM displays the Throughput graph
for each cluster in the cluster details. The following image shows the graph for throughput for CDFCluster to
CDFClusterDR replication:
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Monitoring replication latency for cluster replication

Learn how to monitor the replication latency of a Kafka cluster replication in Streams Messaging Manager (SMM).
You can monitor average, maximum, and minimum replication latency of a cluster replication. You can also monitor
the replication latency of a cluster replication graphically.

Replication latency is defined as the amount of time taken for a message to get replicated from the source cluster to
the destination cluster. Replication latency is measured in milliseconds.

In the image, you can see the average replication latency for the CDFCluster to CDFClusterDR replication is 16.0
milliseconds. You can fetch the maximum or minimum replication latency for the replication by clicking the MAX or
MIN button located above the cluster replication.

You can monitor the replication latency of a cluster replication graphically. SMM displays the Replication Latency
graphs for each cluster in the cluster details. The following image shows the graph for replication latency for
CDFCluster to CDFClusterDR replication:
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Monitoring checkpoint latency for cluster replication

Learn how to monitor the checkpoint latency of a Kafka cluster replication in Streams Messaging Manager (SMM).
You can monitor average, maximum, and minimum checkpoint latency of a cluster replication. You can also monitor
the checkpoint latency of a cluster replication graphically.

Checkpoint latency is defined as the amount of time taken for a message of a topic to checkpoint on the target cluster
after the message is committed on the source cluster. Checkpoint latency is measured in milliseconds.

In the image, you can see the average checkpoint latency for the CDFCluster to CDFClusterDR replication is 4.6
milliseconds. You can fetch the maximum or minimum replication latency for the replication by clicking the MAX or
MIN button located above the cluster replication.

Note:  If the checkpoint latency for a cluster replication or a topic appears as Not Available, then that means
there are no consumer groups defined.

Monitoring replication throughput and latency by values

Learn how to fetch the average, maximum, and minimum values for throughput, replication latency, and checkpoint
latency of a Kafka cluster replication in Streams Messaging Manager (SMM).

You can do this at the following levels:

• Cluster Replication Level

Click the AVG, MAX, or MIN buttons, as shown in the following image, to fetch average, maximum, or
minimum values of throughput, replication latency, and checkpoint latency for cluster replications.
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• Topic Level

Click the AVG, MAX, or MIN buttons, as shown in the following image, to fetch average, maximum, or
minimum values of throughput, replication latency, and checkpoint latency for topics.
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